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Hello dear Readers. This time our Traveling club invited guest speaker
active member Gigi Mazmishvili who held a presentation and talked about
his journey in Siberia, Buryatian Republic in this summer. This journey was
connected with Erasmus + project.
During the project participants were sharing their own experiences in Eco
life. Also they were helping Russian local organization to clean Lake Baikal
out of waste. Youngsters had meeting with different people which also were
interested in such problems. Out of project work, participants were facing
amazing culture (mix of Russian and Buryatian people’s culture).
During this presentation, he talked about the whole process that went by
before the project. A visa that took a lot of effort. It also took about 20 hours
to fly to the Baikal, but it was worth the effort, beautiful nature and
unforgettable days on Lake Baikal. He explained how took a responsibility,
to bring drinking water from the lake every day and the participants had
clean water, talking about the people of Buryat and their customs. In the
last day of project, participants stayed in Ulan-Ude, where Gigi decided to
make tattoos and he painted The Baikal Lake on his arm. During the
presentation he used different tools to make this event more interesting. He
shared few videos made by participants and he told us that he is planning
to go back there again to discover other parts of Siberia and learn more
about Buryatian people.
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Erasmus +
On November 20, in GYE office was held information
meeting about Erasmus +.
At this meeting we discussed such issues as the
Erasmus + Program, its goals and objective. We also
talked about the opportunities that Erasmus + gives to
young people: Different mobility’s of youth workers:
Youth Exchange, EVS. Especially we have tried to
provide comprehensive information about what is a
European Volunteer Service and how to get involved.
During the meeting attendees were able to meet the
former EVS volunteers who shared their experience.

On-Arrival Training
As you already know, GYE has an honor to host two long term EVS volunteers from France. From 18th till
22 November for 5 days GYE volunteers took part in the on arrival training in Misaktsieli, Georgia.
“17 Volunteers from Georgia and Armenia gathered together in Misaktsieli to share first impressions of
their EVS. The modules were facilitated by two Salto Trainers. During those days several things were
planned: discovered Youth pass; the rights and responsibilities of EVS actors; discovering the Caucasian
Culture, defined the skills that we want to developed. We have received good advices to use throughout
our EVS: how to resolve conflicts; in case of difficulty to ask help from other volunteers; how to adapt
unknown situations. The last day of the training course was dedicated to sightseeing of Tbilisi and ended
with Georgian Supra. We had a possibility to watch tradition Georgian dances during this supra. The next
step is mid-term Training: we will see if the objectives are met”- Lea Senoville EVS volunteer from
France.
“For me on-Arrival Training was a great experience. I learn lot of things. I met people from different
Countries. Some of them volunteering in Tbilisi and Armenia. This Training course gave me a huge
experience and it opened my mind. I gained more knowledge about volunteer’s duties and
responsibilities. I can use this information during my EVS”- Jessica Aboul-Kheir EVS volunteer from
France.
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Training Course - Integration through Action
Through Action"
“Integration through Action” was held in Senderiz, Spain,
between the 31st of October and the 7th of November 2017. It
was a social project about social inclusion and integration that
promotes multicultural ideas among young people from
Portugal, Spain, Macedonia, Georgia, Germany, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Bosnia, Romania, Serbia, Estonia, Norway, Latvia
and France.
”Youth workers come together in Senderiz, Spain to learn
together, share experiences and develop new ideas for the
future. We had an amazing week with great guys from so
many countries, great food and great activities for which we
are truly grateful. Its tipical that when you feel comfortable you
can’t even notice how fast time goes. So it was the same with
me. I can’t even recognize how I spent one week in Senderiz.
It’s very sentimental but true we got big international family
which worked, studied and entertained together. Now I have
friends from all over the Europe and I am proud with it. It’s a
great pleasure to find out new information about various
nations and also introduce yours to others, find similarities and
differences.
While having good time we also worked hard about topics like
social exclusion, discrimination, fewer opportunities and so on.
All the participants shared their knowledge about topic and we
had serious discussions about those issues.
In a nutshell, it was great experience which I remember for
good and always be happy that had a chance to be part of this
project”.
Data Tsiklauri – Georgian participant
from
Georgian Youth for Europe.
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This part of my life is called Italy
“I knew who I was this morning, but I’ve changed
a few times since then” Lewis Carroll, Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland.

Sophie Gamdlishvili recently

does EVS in Viterbo, Italy for 12 month. Her sending organization is
Georgian Youth for Europe. Hosting organization is Alicenova – Sinergie Solidali and her work
is connected with working in the farm with people with different disabilities. She wants to share
her EVS story with you.
„My

name is Sopio, and I’m from a faraway land: Georgia. You may wonder why I decided to
leave my homeland, my “comfort zone” for living one year in a country still unfamiliar and
strange for me. Well, there are several reasons. First of all, since I remember, I was always
attracted by the idea of the “seeker hero”. The one who is searching for the meaning of life and
for the personal identity. One of the first Georgian folk tales that my mom used to read me
when I was very small was about a guy who left his family to discover the universe, as well as
himself. Then I remember sitting in the second floor of my old house, in a village of east
Georgia, reading a lot of books about travelling, while everyone else having fun outside. I
always thought that life was something more than that I used to see in front of my eyes.
Moreover, it was my “personal responsibility” to explore those little magic things around the
world and inside myself. But my “odysseys” were always so inner, like I was travelling but
without leaving home. So I decided, it was time to challenge myself for something real. It has
been already four months that I’m living and working here, in Italy as a volunteer of Alicenova,
and I can say that I have discovered more than I expected. I live with 5 other volunteers from
such different countries as Germany, Hungary, Ukraine, Palestine and Portugal. We all have
absolutely different personalities and languages. Sometimes it’s very complicated to find the
proper words to express how we feel because of the language differences. However, we know
the most important “universal human language”, the language of emotions, which can be
understood even without spoken words. By the way, I started learning Italian language. It is not
exaggeration to say that I’m addicted to this process, not only because of the communication,
but also for the reason that there are very few such beautiful things in the world like Italian
language. I like the feeling that when you are learning a new language you have to find and
create yourself from your very basic roots. Sometimes I feel very helpless, but people always
smile to me and understand what I’m trying to say.
One of the most pleasant parts of the project is that we also have free time for traveling around
and outside Italy. I’ve visited such wonderful cities as Rome, Naples, Milan and several small
towns in the region of Lazio. I remember my shock and speechless state when I first visited
Rome. And I’m so happy that last month my greatest wish came true, I went to Sigur Ros’s,
my favorite band’s concert. It is extremely difficult to put in words what I felt in the moment
when I was listening to their live show.
Finally, I can say that I’m sure this will be the one year which will have a fundamental effect on
creating and shaping not only my present but also my future. Some days we’re happy, some
days we feel pain but the most important is that we always learn something new.”
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GYE Activities
GYE has cooperation with
“Sapovnela” day center already
for couple of years. “Sapovnela”
is day center for risk group and
street children in the old part of
Rustavi. This center has been
established at 2006 and provides
daily assistance to around 30
children. Its major goal is to
ensure the social rehabilitation
and integration of the children.
Every Wednesday for one and
half hour a group of around 8
children comes to the GYE office
to take a part in some different
activities. Our EVS volunteers
with them carrying out various
activities: manual work, board
games,
outdoor
games,
coloring…This is an opportunity
to introduce them to new games
and to show that we can build
beautiful things by recycling
everyday items. We always look
forward for the Wednesday
afternoons because kids are full
of energy and always ready to
play. It’s interesting to play with
them, because they don’t speak
English and that way they are
trying to talk with us.
EVS makes sense during this
type of action.

During one late evening of November our local volunteer Giorgi
Gachechiladze, who participated in Youth Exchange in Luxemburg
this summer, wanted to share international learning experience with
a local youngster. Together with GYE staff, he organized City Game
in Rustavi. There were 3 teams participating in City Game, each
team had given 1 hour and 30 minutes to complete the tasks. They
had to find Mister X. Every 10 minutes they got updated (what he
was wearing, how he looked like, etc). On the territory of old Rustavi,
near of the City Hall they had to find various items and pictured in
order to be verified. After the expiration of time, we checked their
photos and videos. It was funny to see the results and share these
photos with each other.
Thank you for the active participation!

“On 15th November, GYE cinema club members went to the
Cinema Rustaveli in Tbilisi on the screening of Agatha
Christi’s “Murder of east express”. After that movie we made
the small discussion about the film. We were all very pleased.
At the end all participants said that day was very successful
and positive”- Giorgi Gargava leader of Movies clubs in GYE.
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People from GYE
Hello, I am Zurab Basheleishvili, 21 years old. Almost 6
years I have been actively involved in some non-formal
educational programs. In school I was in charge of civil
club “freedom”. It was interesting time and experience as
we were doing different activities about nature, healthy
lifestyle and so on. In those days I also was running my
own blog. The blog was about nature protection (In 2013 I
got reward for “The best blogger of Georgia”).
Till 2015 I was studying in Television – educational center
of Ilia State University. This course helped me a lot to find
profession for future life. At the moment I am professional
photographer and working in several studios.
Out of work I love hiking, traveling and sporty activities like
playing football, table tennis and so on.
While I have been school student I heard a lot about GYE
– organization that gives lots of opportunities to
youngsters. So right now good friends of mine are
members of GYE and I already know more information
about this organization. Because of them I went to GYE
and found that it’s a place fool with interesting and openminded youngsters. Now I am trying to spend in GYE as
much as possible to gain new skills, meet new people and
also share my experience to others.

As we promised in September,
you can read and learn more
about our new and active
members of the organization.
Believe me! They are a lot.
Guess, who will be next?!
Keep reading!

Hello
my
name
is
Ana
Mchedlidze. I’m 16 years old. I
study Rustavi N16 public school.
I’m fond of drawing, singing,
reading and writing. I also like
photography very much. I adore
nature. I like learning foreign
languages.
I
have
always
enjoyed communicating with
other people.
I joined GYE 2 years ago, at first I
came here only for English
conversation but then I realized
that GYE had much more fun and
pleasant stuff to do. Since
previous years we are like a
family. While I am here, I learned
a lot of things. I am having so
much fun, I made many friends
and I have a chance to
communicate
with
foreign
Volunteers. I already did many
things in GYE, but I am sure that
I have a lot more to do and whole
bunch of opportunities.

I’m Giorgi Gardava 16 years old. I’m going to tell you a little bit
about myself and my life. I joined GYE three months ago and I’m an
active member of it. When I joined GYE I didn’t think that I would
have my own club, but today I’m a leader of GYE cinema club and I
have an assistant too.
In my free time I always trying to participate in various activities. I’d
like to become journalist and my second profession will be an actor.
Recently, I am singing in ensemble “Tutarchela” and at the same
time I’m beginner scout. I plan to travel around the world. Every day I
try to make better version of myself and do something good for my
city.
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Georgian Youth for Europe
Batumi Street 22
Rustavi 3700
Georgia
georgianyouth@gmail.com
www.gye.ge
Youtube:
GeorgiansYouthEurope

EVS Blog

You are 14 – 30 years old, you are interested
in leading a club or being a participating our workshops?
If so, come and register to be a GYE member.
Contact: NanaNikabadze.gye@gmail.com
DataTsiklauri.gye@gmail.com
Sarishvilileva.gye@gmail.com
Mobile: +995 579 05 13 48

https://www.facebook.com/GeorgianYouthForEurope/

www.evsrustavi.blogspot.com

Bulldozer Editors
November 2017:
Nana Nikabadze
Data Tsiklauri
Lea Senoville

ASSOCIATION “GEORGIAN YOUTH FOR EUROPE”
Georgian Youth for Europe is a non-governmental organization
that was established on the 25th of December 2006. The
organization is based in Rustavi City, in the Kvemo Kartli
Region of Eastern Georgia. GYE promotes learning through
peer-education training and workshops on art and management;
healthy lifestyles by organizing outdoor activities, hobby clubs,
first aid courses; democratic principles by offering workshops on
human rights; environmentally-conscious behavior by raising
public awareness about environmental issues through yard
clean-up campaigns, after-school programs on environmental
problems.

